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Abstract—The logistical requirements placed on industrial manufacturing companies are steadily increasing. In order to meet those requirements, a consistent and efficient concept is necessary for production control. Set up properly, production control offers considerable potential with respect to achieving the logistical targets. As experience with the many production control methods already in existence and their compatibility is, however, often inadequate, this article describes a systematic approach to the configuration of production control based on the Lödding model. This model enables production control to be set up individually to suit a company and the requirements. It therefore permits today’s demands regarding logistical performance to be met.
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I. PRODUCTION CONTROL AS A LEVER IN A COMPANY’S SUCCESS

A company’s command of its own logistics is not just a possibility for a manufacturing company to stand out from its competitors. More than that, it is increasingly becoming a necessity in order to survive in a global market [1]. Companies with successful logistics grow faster and are more profitable than their competitors. Besides intelligent networking with suppliers and customers, a company must realize that organizing its own internal production logistics as efficiently as possible, in order to be able to turn it into an intrinsic success factor, is an important task.

Production control is an important lever within internal logistics, enabling an efficient relationship between logistical performance, in the form of shorter throughput times and a high date reliability, and the cost of logistics, which are characterized by the variables work in process (WIP) and utilization. The difficulty lies in the partly conflicting nature of the four target variables, known as the “dilemma of operations planning” [2]. For example, under real conditions minimum throughput time and maximum performance cannot be achieved simultaneously in one work system. The causes and effects can be mapped by means of production operating curves according to Nyhuis [3], as the qualitative diagram in Fig. 1 shows. So production should not be expected to achieve maximum goal attainment in all four areas, but rather a sensible positioning within the lines of conflict drawn up and tailored to the strategic objectives of the company.

![Fig. 1: The “dilemma of operations planning” [3]](image)

To do this, it must be possible to configure the various tasks of production control to suit the goals, using suitable methods and taking into account their interactions. The new approach described in this article enables this process, known as configuration, to be carried out systematically and holistically. The intention is to place companies in the position of being able to configure their production control to suit the requirements with respect to typical corporate logistical conditions, taking into account customer requirements, strategic objectives, capabilities and other influences.

The steps required for the individual configuration of production control are described below based on a conception for the production control model developed at the IFA according to Lödding [4]. A corresponding practical example is also described.

II. THE PRODUCTION CONTROL MODEL

The production control should implement the stipulations of production planning despite unavoidable changes with respect to quantities and schedule plus disruptions caused by absent personnel and machine breakdowns in production [5]. The production control model according to Lödding shown in
Fig. 2 brings together the IFA’s knowledge of the modeling of logistical target variables and the development and application of production control methods [4]. It describes the interactions between the tasks of production control on the one hand and the logistical target variables on the other. In doing so, it follows the logic that every one of the four tasks influences plan and actual figures, which function as command variables in the model. The deviations that occur between each pair of corresponding command variables in real operations have an effect on the control variables. These in turn influence the four logistical target variables date reliability, throughput time, WIP and utilization.

For example, the key variable “WIP” has both a target and a control character and has a direct influence on the target variables throughput time and utilization, or rather performance, as can be seen in the qualitative presentation of the production operating curves in Fig. 1. The date reliability of an order is influenced by the size of the average backlog in production. If the First In – First Out principle is applied rigorously in the individual work systems, this backlog is always present for the entire spectrum of orders. If other sequencing methods are used, prioritizing is the outcome and this results in changes to the sequence when processing the orders. The ensuing advancing or delaying of orders has an influence on the date reliability for the corresponding order and also determines the scatter of date reliability with respect to the entire spectrum of orders. Production control comprises, in detail, the tasks of order generation, order release, capacity control and sequencing.

Order generation specifies the planned figures for inflow and outflow of orders to be processed and hence the WIP and the sequence of order processing. The feasibility of these plan figures influences the potential date reliability. The basis for order generation is either customer orders or depletion of stocks. Typical methods are the MRP II (Manufacturing Resource Planning) method [6, 7] and made-to-stock methods such as Kanban [8, 9], the Order Point Method [10] and Basestock [11].

Order release determines the time at which the orders can be released for production, i.e. their processing can begin. Many order release methods delay or accelerate the order release, with the aim of regulating WIP or balancing workloads [4]. They are mainly employed in order to coordinate the workload with the current WIP and hence influence, among other things, the throughput times for orders. Besides order release according to the schedule, Convip [12, 13], Workload Control [14] and Workload-oriented Order Release [15] represent further typical methods.

Sequencing determines the succession in which the orders in the queue are processed by the work system [16]. To do this it sorts the orders according to criteria that are specified depending on the logistical objectives. Sequencing rules have an effect on, above all, the date reliability of production and the degree of service in a storage area, and hence an effect on the date reliability of a company. The sequencing rules include First In – First Out, least slack time (LST) [4] and setup time-optimized sequencing.

Capacity control regulates the short-term capacities of the work systems. The aim of capacity control is to avoid an impending production backlog or to enable quick capacity increases to deal with a production backlog, e.g. by reducing a build-up of overtime as quickly and cost-effectively as possible [17]. This enables good date reliability even in the case of deviations from the plan.

III. CONFIGURATION OF PRODUCTION CONTROL

The principles outlined above represent the starting point for configuring the production. Numerous methods are available for each production control task concerned (see Fig. 3). These differ with respect to the goals supported, the requirements placed on data availability, their compatibility with other methods and many other factors.

Up until now the choice of suitable methods for fulfilling the production control tasks described was based on the considerable experience of the persons doing the work. But as considerable experience in this field cannot always be presumed, it is necessary to apply a concept that supports the production configuration systematically. In order to achieve a holistic improvement in the accomplishment of logistical
goals, achieving excellent results in just one area of production control is not enough.

- Workload control
- Bottleneck-oriented
- Due date-oriented
- Conwip
- Load-oriented order release
- ...
Besides market and product, it is also essential to consider the configuration of the processes in the analysis. Here, the respective process category and the production principle implemented are the main factors. Requirements are placed on the four production control tasks for each attribute of a criterion. These can be grouped together in one requirements profile which depends on the characteristics of the area under consideration.

A catalog provides profiles for methods known and acknowledged in practice; it contains criteria such as the prerequisites necessary, the main target variables supported, strengths and weaknesses. Using the example of the Kanban order generation method, the following list represents an extract from the catalog:

- **Prerequisites:**
  - made-to-stock, controlled processes, short throughput times, high and generally constant demand rate, limited number of variants to be produced
- **Target variables supported:**
  - high delivery capacity, limiting the batch and minimum stock levels
- **Strengths:**
  - simplicity, transparency
- **Weaknesses:**
  - high WIP costs for a high number of variants, low customization options, possibly high WIP fluctuations in production

The requirements and capabilities determined for an area to be configured are compared with the catalog contents in order to identify suitable methods (Fig. 6).

To do this, the known production control methods are assessed with respect to each criterion attribute of the targets, capabilities and requirements using a scale from 0 to 4 points, where “0” is to be understood as disqualification.

C. Choosing a Method

Once the control areas have been established and the corresponding requirements and capabilities analyzed, it is necessary to choose a suitable method for the four production control tasks and their link with a total system.

A tool based on Microsoft Excel determines the maximum number of points a method can achieve corresponding to the given criteria and the attribute selected and outputs the methods that attract a high relative number of points.
As it is necessary to check various combination options for their compatibility and consistent target alignment within the scope of these prioritized methods. For example, combining a WIP-regulating order release method with a due date-oriented sequencing rule might seem to be a good choice. In that case, although changes to the sequence would be carried out upon order release, with the aim of reducing WIP, the date reliability would not be ignored in this situation because of the sequencing rule then applied. At the same time, however, due date-oriented sequencing rules, which prioritize the orders according to their planned start or finish dates at the work systems, require operations-related scheduling during order generation. But mapping these relationships and considerations automatically by way of appropriate algorithms appears less sensible in the opinion of the authors because the decisions to be made would be very complex and in the end the result less comprehensible to the user. On this detailed level of production control configuration, the user is required to combine and arrange the methods that have been determined in advance and are suitable in principle. The morphological boxes with the requirements and capabilities criteria, the production control method profiles and the evaluation logic of the Excel tool are useful in helping to limit the configuration options. As a further help, action guidelines and method characteristics are provided in written and graphic form.

IV. THE APPLICATION IN PRACTICE

The production control at an automotive supplier was reconfigured with the help of the approach described above within the scope of a project carried out by the IFA together with a business consultant; this improved the plant’s attainment of its logistical targets.

In accordance with section 3, first of all, the production process was analyzed and the logistical targets defined for an area selected beforehand. The logistical targets for the area were determined by key persons from various departments in a target definition workshop. Reducing the WIP was formulated as a target in addition to improving the date reliability.

These targets and further boundary conditions led to the derivation of the requirements that a reconfigured production control had to satisfy. The production in the plant was characterized by a high number of variants (approx. 3000), which were manufactured to customer specification as one-offs or in small batches on about 120 work systems using the shop floor principle. Hitherto, the demands placed on date reliability had been met by large stocks of finished products. These stocks were to be essentially eliminated by the new target stipulations. An analysis of the capabilities of the area investigated revealed, above all, the high quality of the master and transaction data and the high flexibility of the personnel and machine capacities, which, however, owing to customer requirements were offset by a very low workload flexibility.

Once the analysis of requirements and capabilities was finished, it was necessary to choose a method for the production control and adapt it to the specific boundary conditions. Fig. 7 shows the result of the configuration. Essentially, there were two factors that influenced the configuration of the order generation. The automotive supplier was provided with accurate demand information in good time because the customer orders were fixed up to a year in advance. However, the workload flexibility was extremely low because the automotive supplier was supplying directly to the customer’s assembly lines without any intermediate storage. Therefore, in the reconfiguration of the order generation, operations-related schedule and capacity planning, with the steps throughput scheduling, capacity demand calculation and capacity alignment, was proposed, which follows the classical MRP logic.

Fixed delivery dates was another main factor influencing the order release. For this reason, systematic order release according to the planned start date was recommended. This sends the orders to production upon reaching the start dates without checking with respect to workload and/or capacity. The main factor influencing the choice of a sequencing rule was the demand for a high date reliability. Therefore, remaining slack control was chosen, a method that prioritizes the orders in production according to the length of their remaining transit times, the remaining slack. This achieves a systematic orientation of the sequencing to match the operations schedule. The basis for selecting the method was the granularity and high quality of the data, which allowed a reliable calculation of the planned throughput and execution times per operation.

One criterion for the configuration of the capacity control was the anticipated cost of execution. Therefore, the introduction of backlog control was proposed. This guarantees the required adherence to the timetable with a simple method at every work system.

In order to ensure the successful operation of this revised production control configuration, it was necessary to implement controlling with real-time capability. This enabled a closed control loop (see Fig. 7) to be set up with which it is possible to respond to deviations between plan and actual
values quickly and in line with the targets by changing the control variables.

V. CHECKING THE ATTAINMENT OF TARGETS

A (re)configured production control should achieve the targets agreed beforehand as fully as possible. However, the quality of the result cannot always be traced back to the actual choice of method and parameters. In the end, capabilities arising from the process and the production environment, requirements due to the boundary conditions and the production structure itself represent degrees of freedom for the configuration and limit the possibilities accordingly.

If the production control concept selected does not fully achieve the targets, various amendments are possible (see Fig. 8), which the newly developed tool supports by way of a transparent and consistent preselection. The first of these is to recheck and, if necessary, adapt the production control method selected and its parameters. However, this will only bring about improvements when not all aspects were given sufficient consideration in the first place.

Otherwise, improving the attainment of targets presumes adapting the capabilities provided by the production (e.g. increasing capacity flexibility) or the existing boundary conditions due to the corporate environment, the market and other influencing factors. The latter would be possible if, for example, the number of variants could be reduced.

If these measures do not release any further potential with respect to the attainment of targets, the process structure, characterized by the customer order decoupling points, should be revised before the definition of targets is questioned critically and, if necessary, is adjusted downwards.

VI. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

Companies with a high attainment of logistical targets are more successful than their competitors who are slower, less punctual and have a high WIP. Production control can take on a key role in this context. With the right configuration, production control is in the position of being able to exert a considerable positive influence on the logistical target variables. A manufacturing company therefore needs to support the various tasks of production control with suitable methods, taking into account their interactions. A new approach to the planning of production control, a process known as configuration, enables a holistic design. The main steps here are the identification of control areas and their logistical goals, the analysis of requirements and capabilities in these areas, and the systematic selection and functional combination of suitable methods. This can be decisively supported by a newly developed tool that provides the user with case-specific suitable methods and numerous data about these. An example of a project undertaken in the automotive industry shows a successful application.

In order to do justice to the dynamic displacement of the logistical targets in production areas, transferring the mostly static production control to a dynamic production control is to be recommended. To do this, however, a close intermeshing of methods of production control and approaches from control engineering is necessary.
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